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Abstract

Recent decades have seen an increasing importance of large-scale ecological research, driven by increased awareness of the global influence of human activities on the biosphere. Such research requires species observation data covering many years, large areas and a broad range of taxonomic groups. As such data sets often cover small areas, and have been collected using varying methods, they can only be combined in a single analysis if they are made available at the same location and translated into a single format. Over the past decade, catalysed by the growth of the Internet, various technologies for data dissemination and data integration have been developed and applied in projects such as the Global Biodiversity Information Facility, the Knowledge Network for Biocomplexity, BioCASE and the British National Biodiversity Network (NBN). In the Netherlands, data are now made available from the National Database of Flora and Fauna (NDFF), which currently contains approximately 40 million observation records covering a broad variety of species. The NDFF uses a standardised, semantically integrated data model to combine effectively species observation data of various kinds. In this paper, we evaluate this approach and the NDFF data model, by comparison with Darwin Core, Access to Biological Collections Data (ABCD) and the Recorder 2000 model used by the NBN. We conclude that the high degree of standardisation in the NDFF data model has led to somewhat increased cost in data conversion, but also to improved semantic integration and ease-of-use of species observation data. Together with the relative simplicity, completeness and flexibility of the model, this enables effective reuse of species observations in a user-friendly manner.
1 Introduction

In recent decades, increased awareness of the global influence of human activities on the biosphere has spurred interest in large-scale ecological research (Brown and Roughgarden, 1990; Gosz, 1999; Magurran et al., 2010). Newly abundant computing power has enabled the development of statistical modeling techniques that help investigate the relationships between species, the abiotic environment and socio-economic developments (Sala et al., 2000; Michener et al., 2001; Peterson, 2006; Franklin, 2009), improving amongst others the prediction of the effects of climate change, and conservation planning (Margules and Pressey, 2000; Myers et al., 2000; Thomas et al., 2004; Cheung et al., 2009; Schouten et al., 2010). Doing this on a global scale requires data covering large spans of space and time and a broad range of topics. Observations and measurements in ecology have so far been done mostly at local scales and as part of isolated research projects. As a result the obtained data are "widely dispersed, heterogeneous, and complex, which make them difficult to locate and hard to reuse" (Zimmerman, 2007). Furthermore, new technologies such as GPS, the Internet and smartphones have made it much easier for skilled volunteers to record species observations, resulting in a deluge of potentially useful but often unstructured data (Silvertown, 2009). Before these data can be analysed to derive new knowledge, they must be made accessible at a single location and integrated: translated into a single, easy to understand and machine-readable format with a well-defined meaning, in such a way that the contained information is preserved (Andelman et al., 2004; Shvaiko and Euzenat, 2008).

In the past fifteen years, a series of standards and technologies has been developed to facilitate data discovery, exchange and integration (Table 1, and see Jones et al., 2006). The creation and distribution of metadata has helped to make ecological data more discoverable, and to fill in some of the context needed for proper interpretation (Kashyap and Sheth, 1996; Michener, 2006). This practice has been formalised in the Ecological Metadata Language standard (EML; Michener et al., 1997; Fegraus et al., 2005). However, manual exchange of data sets rapidly becomes infeasible with increasing data reuse, and metadata do not always provide enough information to understand a data set (Bowker, 2000; Zimmerman, 2007). The next step, therefore, has been to standardise the data format to some extent (rightmost column in Table 1). Data warehouses allow providers to upload their data into a central database, which typically uses a relatively highly-integrated data model specific to the warehouse's topic (Jones et al., 2006). Database federations are designed to collect and return data from a number of databases on request, and typically use broad, generic data models. Darwin Core (DwC, http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/) and the Access to Biological Collections Data (ABCD) standard (http://wiki.tdwg.org/ABCD/) have emerged as de-facto standards that are supported by many large data exchange facilities.

A key advantage of Darwin Core and ABCD is that they are flexible standards. This eases conversion of data into those formats, and thus lowers the threshold of sharing data. However, it also means that data transmitted and stored according to these standards is integrated only superficially (Horsburgh et al., 2009). If for example two data sets both use coordinates to specify locations, but name the attributes differently, then conversion to Darwin Core or ABCD will result in easily comparable data. If one set uses named locations instead, then they will remain incompatible. Thus, these standards provide syntactic integration (they standardise formatting), but their use does not entail semantic integration: the same meaning may still be expressed in different ways (Table 1, middle and bottom rows). This lack of semantic integration hinders data reuse. Recently, ontologies have been applied to the problem of integrating ecological data (Madin et al., 2008; Sims Parr et al., 2008). Unfortunately, creation and use of ontologies is still a highly technical endeavour.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work distribution</th>
<th>Annotated</th>
<th>Preconverted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discoverable</td>
<td>Basic metadata (EML)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syntactically integrated</td>
<td>Full metadata (EML)</td>
<td>ABCD/DarwinCore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantically integrated</td>
<td>Semantic annotation</td>
<td>NDFF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Standards for exchange and integration of ecological data.
(Jones and Gries, 2010), and the process of describing a data set in terms of an ontology, semantic annotation, cannot be fully automated.

In the Netherlands, accessing and integrating ecological data was until recently rather difficult. The Netherlands has one of the world's most extensive and densest networks for collecting species distribution data. Currently, approximately 10,000 observation records per day are being created, by organisations including research-oriented NGOs involved in citizen science, NGOs managing reserves, universities, local governments, semi-governmental organisations, and ecological consultancy companies (Lawrence and Turnhout, 2010). Data collection and archiving has until now been done on a local scale or within projects targeting specific taxonomic groups, so that the available data were scattered across organisations and data formats. After noticing how collecting and integrating relevant data took up an impractical amount of time in several different biodiversity-related research projects, we, together with the main data providers, decided to create a facility for making these data more accessible and easier to use. Subsequently, the Dutch government recognised the need for these data in support of policy making in the context of the European Habitat- and Birds-directives, and joined the initiative. This collaboration has now resulted in the National Database of Flora and Fauna (NDFF), a data warehouse with portals for data entry and data exploration, and a quality control subsystem. It currently contains more than 40 million observation records of approximately 7000 species of mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, fish, invertebrates, plants and fungi.

We designed the NDFF to meet a number of specific goals. First, we aimed to create a data-user oriented system that makes it as convenient as possible for the user to perform analyses across many taxa and data sets. Secondly, we sought to create a system and standards focused on observation data rather than on museum collections, as most of the available data were field observations (see also Kelling, 2008). Thirdly, while the focus would be on observation data, we aimed to include as many types of data as possible in as much detail as possible.

In the remainder of this paper, we explain our approach to creating the NDFF, describe and evaluate its data model standard, and discuss the practical implications of using the model. In section 2, we analyse data integration approaches using metadata, semantic annotation, and standardised data models, and explain our decision to build a data warehouse with a highly standardised but extensible data model for storage and exchange of observation data. Section 3 presents the core concepts of this data model, and compares it with a simple data exchange model (Darwin Core), a complex data exchange model (ABCD) and a structured, relational data model, that of the Recorder 2000 software used by the National Biodiversity Network. Section 4 discusses the implications of applying the NDFF data model, and Section 5 concludes and makes recommendations for future development.

### Table 2: Approaches to ecological data communication and integration, and the actions that have to be performed by data providers and data users to successfully make available and reuse data for analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Provider</th>
<th>User</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic metadata</td>
<td>1) learn part of metadata standard, 2) describe basic properties of data set (Fegraus et al., 2005)</td>
<td>1) search for data, 2) guess meaning and convert each set into analysis format, 3) use data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full metadata</td>
<td>1) learn metadata standard, 2) completely describe data set accordingly (Higgins et al., 2002)</td>
<td>1) learn metadata standard, 2) search for data, 3) convert each set into analysis format, 4) use data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic annotation</td>
<td>1) learn or create ontology, 2) semantically annotate data set in those terms (Bowers et al., 2010)</td>
<td>1) search for data, 2) (automatically) map ontologies and convert data, 3) use data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversion</td>
<td>1) learn standard, 2) create mapping of data model to standard, 3) bulk convert data</td>
<td>1) learn standard, 2) search for data, 3) use data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
as-is, but this may make data reuse prohibitively laborious. In this section we analyse four approaches to data exchange from the perspectives of both data provider and data user: provision of basic metadata, provision of full metadata, semantic annotation and data conversion into a standard format (Table 2).

2.1 Perspectives on data conversion

From the data providers' point of view, providing only basic metadata (enough for data discovery but not for interpretation) is clearly the easiest solution, and as such this is a common approach (Hale et al., 2003; Vanderbilt et al., 2008). Fegraus et al. (2005) state a time taken per (presumably well-known) data set of approximately 30 minutes, for a person already familiar with the metadata standard and editing tool. The amount of effort increases for more extensive metadata, with fully complete metadata comprising an exhaustive description of each table, column and value in the data set, and being expensive to create (Jones et al., 2001). Semantic annotation is similar to the creation of full metadata, except that the descriptions consist of references to formal definitions (Bowers et al., 2010). Here too, annotations can be more or less complete. For data conversion, the amount of effort involved depends on the data model into which the data is converted. The more flexible the model, the more the data can remain in their original form, and thus the less work is required. The most rigid data models may require the mapping of taxa and other domain lists to a standard list, and retrospective georeferencing (Gur alnick et al., 2007). Overall, assuming that user-friendly tools are available and that the provider knows how to use them, there does not seem to be much difference in terms of effort between metadata, semantic annotation, and data conversion. Instead, the amount of effort is determined by the distance in terms of context and time between provider and user (Karasti and Baker, 2008).

From the perspective of the data user, the four options look quite different. If only basic metadata are available, then the data may not be usable at all without guesswork, e.g. if definitions of codes used are missing (Karasti and Baker, 2008). If full metadata are available for each set, the data can be used, but only after the user has studied each set's metadata and converted the relevant sets into a common format. The more metadata are available, the easier this is. With a semantic system and exhaustive annotations, data sets can be converted into a common format automatically, provided that the same ontologies were used, or that the ontologies have been mapped to each other (Noy, 2004; Bowers et al., 2010). Otherwise, the user has to map the ontologies, which is not trivial (Shvaiko and Euzenat, 2008). If the data have been converted to a standard data model, then the flexibility of the model determines the amount of work for the user: the more flexible the model, the more heterogeneous the converted data can be, and the more work the user has to do. Clearly, to the data user, having all data already converted to a standardised data model is preferable. A fully operational semantic system would match or even outdo its ease-of-use, as there is no need to learn a data model standard, but at the present time such advanced technology is not yet available.

From a community point of view, it should further be noted that if a sufficiently rigid standard data model is used, the number of conversions equals at most the sum of the total number of available data sets and the number of uses (if the data are not usable directly in the standard format). If data sets are kept in their original forms, the total number of conversions equals the product of the number of uses and the average number of data sets used (some percentage of the total available). This second quantity grows faster than the size of the community (data users plus providers), and thus this approach quickly becomes infeasible unless data conversion can be done without human intervention.

2.2 Data model design considerations

To data providers, an observation record is the end result of the observation and quality control process. Given the large amount of effort expended in obtaining the data, providers are keen to conserve as much as possible of this information. This suggests the use of an extensive data model that covers many types of data in detail. Secondary users doing large-scale ecological research with statistical models need large amounts of data, but are generally only interested in the few key attributes used by their models. For them, a simple model containing basic attributes is preferable, and moreover the practical usability (as well as actual use) of a data model declines as its complexity increases (Miller, 2008). Finally, the more complicated the data model, the more difficult it is to explain, and the larger the risk of incorrect usage. Thus, a data model should be complete and flexible, but also simple and understandable, and furthermore easy to implement and well integrated with surrounding models (Moody and Shanks, 1994).

2.3 Approach

Having considered the above, we decided that with current technology the best data integration option for the NDFF was conversion to a standard data model. In keeping with our goal of a data user oriented system, we further decided to use as restrictive a data model as possible to achieve as much
semantic integration as possible, and thus reduce or remove the need to study metadata and perform residual integration steps. At the same time, we required full coverage of a broad variety of data. After studying existing data models, we concluded that none of them fulfilled all these requirements. We therefore decided to design our own data model.

Analysis of published observation protocols and a representative sample of the available data revealed a number of core attributes that were present for all data sets. We created a core model using these, and added a flexible extension system to also accommodate more extensive data sets and highly set-specific attributes. We further improved the model’s simplicity by focusing on the biological aspects of the data.

As many of the data providers did not have a suitable data publishing infrastructure, we created a data warehouse rather than a database federation. To keep the constraints of any particular technology from limiting the data model design, we first developed a technology-agnostic, object-oriented logical data model (Ludäscher et al., 2001). After this logical model had been completed, relational and XML technical data models were derived from it for use in the data storage subsystem and data exchange interfaces.

3 Data model and evaluation

In this section we describe and evaluate the main concepts of the NDFF logical data model. A complete description may be found in a separate technical report (Veen et al., 2011). We evaluate the model by six criteria proposed by Moody and Shanks (1994): simplicity, completeness, flexibility, integration with the environment, understandability and implementability. We evaluated simplicity, completeness and flexibility by comparison with three other data models that cover observation data (see Table 3); the other criteria are discussed in Section 4. We chose Darwin Core as our main benchmark for simplicity, as it is arguably the simplest comparable data model currently in use. We evaluated completeness by comparing with ABCD, which aims to be exhaustive in its collection of terms. Both these standards are data exchange standards, which are often rather flexible. We have therefore also included the R2000 relational data model to provide an additional point of comparison for this aspect. Table 4 summarises the results of the comparison.

3.1 Simplicity

To evaluate simplicity of relational models, Moody and Shanks (1994) present the complexity metric \((\#\text{Entities} + \#\text{Relations})\) for relational data models. We extended this metric to cover object-oriented and XML data models, counting classes, attributes and relations in the object-oriented NDFF logical model, tables and columns in the relational models, and type and element definitions in the XML Schema-based models (Table 4, row 2). Comparison of the sizes of the three versions of the NDFF model shows that the choice of technology can affect this measure by up to 33%, so care must be taken to compare with the same technology. For Darwin Core, we included the parts of Dublin Core it reuses to describe locations. 32% of the R2000 model consists of versioning and editing information which we excluded, as we considered it to be part of the Recorder2000 application. We further note that our estimate for the ABCD model is much lower than the 1200 terms stated by its designers, because we counted repeatedly-used definitions for e.g. names and addresses only once.

The size of the NDFF data model is approximately 150% of that of Darwin Core (Table 4). Half this difference is due to definitions related to the document structure, which Darwin Core lacks, being a term list rather than a full document format. The NDFF data model has less than 40% of the number of terms of ABCD, and less than 33% of the number of terms of R2000. Thus, the NDFF data model is comparatively small and simple.

Table 3: Reference data models used in evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Darwin Core 2009-09-23</td>
<td>XML exchange</td>
<td><a href="http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/">http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to Biodiversity Collection Data 2.06 (ABCD)</td>
<td>XML exchange</td>
<td><a href="http://wiki.tdwg.org/ABCD/">http://wiki.tdwg.org/ABCD/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 4: Comparison of NDFF, Darwin Core, ABCD and Recorder2000 data models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>NDFF</th>
<th>Darwin Core</th>
<th>ABCD</th>
<th>R2000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of definitions</td>
<td>207/275/256</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>647</td>
<td>839/1233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative information</td>
<td>Research project context</td>
<td>project description</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contact information</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Access rights</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data description</td>
<td>Data set description</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Literature reference</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data set coverage</td>
<td>core: area polygon, date range, list of taxa</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>geocology, list of taxa</td>
<td>area, date range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical format</td>
<td>core: keys and domain types</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, definitions and references</td>
<td>Data dictionary</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Changing definitions</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extension facility^4</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geography (maps)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bibliography</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site-based research</td>
<td>Sites</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Site features (fixed)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Site measurements</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Surveys</td>
<td>ce</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Survey events (site visits)^5</td>
<td>ce</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Samples</td>
<td>ce</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research protocol (prescriptive)</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research method (descriptive)^7</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation</td>
<td>Subject description</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Biotope observations</td>
<td>e^6</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+^6</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Syntaxonomic observations</td>
<td>e^6</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+^6</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Species observations</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subject type</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multiple identification events</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sex / Phase / Stage / Age</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assemblages and relations</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specimen description</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fossil-specific attributes</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Culture-specific attributes</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Herbarium-specific attributes</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Botanical garden-specific attributes</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plant genetic resources attributes</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation event</td>
<td>Geographical location</td>
<td>core: any geometry</td>
<td>many options</td>
<td>many options</td>
<td>lat/lon (in Sample)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geological context</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time of observation</td>
<td>core: period</td>
<td>period</td>
<td>period</td>
<td>period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abundance</td>
<td>core: range; category or text optional</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>range, category or text</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Uncertainty</td>
<td>range / hierarchy</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>range, category, explicit</td>
<td>textual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coverage / effort / bias</td>
<td>time and space</td>
<td>textual</td>
<td>time, binary</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Involved persons</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Additional information for validation</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multimedia object metadata</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>Quality indicator</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Usage rights / confidentiality</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^1 Object oriented and Key-Type-Value; logical, relational and XML Schema versions

^2 For NDFF: Object-oriented/Relational/XML, for R2000 without and with change logs

^3 Designates the data model core, e the extension system

^4 All models can be extended by creating a new standard that combines well with them; only the NDFF model has an extension facility as part of the model (and Darwin Core a free text field meant to contain key-value pairs)

^5 All but R2000 combine survey events and samples

^6 As survey site property

^7 The official published paper mistakenly states “(prescriptive)” here
3.2 Coverage

3.2.1 Species observations

Many kinds of species observations exist (Sutherland, 2006). For example, a simple citizen science type observation is ad-hoc, and only rarely involves an observation protocol, a consciously chosen and delimited study area, a species list, and/or a collected specimen. There is only the observation of the presence of an individual of a certain species, at a certain time and place. In case of a site census, an effort is made to determine which of the species on a (protected) species list are present at that site. For a vegetation survey, the abundance of present (plant) species are furthermore determined in some form according to a certain standard protocol (Van der Maarel, 2005). In a long term research project, multiple monitoring sites may be visited multiple times over the course of a longer time period, and abundances carefully determined according to a fixed and usually custom observation protocol.

After studying a variety of observation protocols used in the Netherlands, we defined an observation as an event at which an observer measures or classifies the values of certain properties of a subject, recording these in a resulting observation record. In a species observation, the observed subject relates to a particular species, is of a certain type (e.g. living individual, remains, track, trace, ...), and at least its location at a certain time and abundance are recorded, the latter perhaps trivially as presence/absence.

For many observations, this and the observer’s pseudonym is all the available information, and importantly, this information is present in all types of observation. The representation of this definition in the NDFF logical model is shown in Figure 1. Note that the identified taxon and subject type are required attributes with each observation; the identity of an observed individual is left as an extension field.

Both Darwin Core and ABCD specify a great number of additional attributes, and ABCD also has an extension system. The R2000 model has a textual qualifier for the abundance, which includes at least the kind of object, sex, and life stage. R2000 and ABCD support multiple identification events, and can further describe specimen, substrates, biotopes, abiotic objects, and cultures. The NDFF data model mainly distinguishes itself in this area by its use of an extension system for most of the possible attributes of an observation. This greatly reduces the complexity of the data model and the software, while the central curation of keys (see Section 3.3.2) and the possibility to define code lists for nominal values ensures that all attributes remain well-defined.

A geographical point, line or polygon feature describing the location of the subject is required for all observations in the NDFF. This ensures that the location information is complete, easy to use and combine, and in a format usable directly with GIS technology. Darwin Core and ABCD offer a wide range of location designations, thus leaving the data user to deal with conversion. R2000 supports point coordinates and grid cells. The time of observation is handled identically by all models, by specifying a period.

In the NDFF data model, abundance is modelled by a compulsory numerical range with unit, with an additional optional categorical or textual attribute where desired. This is similar to Darwin Core, except that Darwin Core does not allow any uncertainty in the number of individuals. In ABCD and R2000, abundances are considered a measurement or fact about the observed subject, rather than being handled separately. Such a measurement may be specified as a fixed number and unit with a textual specification of accuracy, and in ABCD additionally as a range, categorically or textually. During conversion to the NDFF model, categorical abundance data have to be converted into a numerical approximation, something that is already commonly done to facilitate statistical analysis (Van der Maarel, 2005). The support for an additional categorical or textual attribute ensures that no information is lost, and analyses based on these categories can also be done.

Figure 1: UML Class Diagram of the classes and data types used for modeling observations. Note the ranges for location, time and abundance, and coverage in time and space.
A list of involved persons and their roles may be added to both surveys and observations in the NDFF. Unlike in the R2000 and ABCD models, personal information is beyond the scope of the standard, as personal details are covered by privacy legislation and therefore best handled separately. ABCD contains a wide range of terms for amongst others the gatherer, identifier, preparator and sequencer of DNA of the observed subject, as well as the owner and verifier of a specimen, and owner of the record. Darwin Core only contains terms for the observer and the identifier. Having a role-based system here allows the NDFF to have the expressiveness of ABCD in a very small extension to the data model.

### 3.2.2 Uncertainty and bias

The degree of completeness and precision with which observations can be made varies with circumstances. Additionally, observations are biased by differences in detectability, observer skill and observation effort (Buckland et al., 1993; Anderson, 2001). Detectability depends among others on the appearance of the subject in relation to the habitat in which it was observed, its behaviour, environmental conditions, and the sampling and observation techniques used. Observer skill varies per person and grows with experience. Observation effort may be set by an observation protocol, but also depends on local circumstances. As a result, observation records can be meaningfully combined only if measures of both measurement uncertainty and effort expended are part of the observation record, and additionally information about the observer (see above), environment and species’ traits are available. Environmental maps are beyond the scope of the NDFF data model, while traits are beyond the scope of the NDFF data model, while traits are included but not described here (see Veen et al., 2011).

The measurements that comprise a species observation are taken at different levels of measurement (Stevens, 1946; Chrisman, 1998). Species and subject type are nominal (categorical) variables, location and time are interval variables (continuous, with an arbitrary origin), and abundance may be a binary (two-valued, i.e. presence/absence), ordinal (ordered categories, i.e. abundance classes), ratio (continuous with a natural origin, e.g. coverage percentages) or absolute (counts) variable. For each of these levels, a representation of uncertainty is needed. In taxonomy, species are classified hierarchically, so that broader and narrower definitions are available. We applied the same principle to other ordinal and nominal variables, so that an observer may for example specify a subject type of “trace”, or use its subcategory “exuvium” to make a more precise statement. For the other scales, we used bounded intervals, i.e. an unknown-but-bounded distribution, as more detailed information on uncertainty (mean and standard deviation, or an arbitrary probability distribution) is very rare. This resulted in the time of observation being represented by a time period, and locations by a polygonal or circular area (Figure 1). Abundances were also modelled as intervals, with...
Although observations and surveys have some common properties, there is a very important conceptual distinction: observations determine the properties of a homogeneous group of subjects of a certain species (including its location at a certain point in time), while surveys determine the properties of a certain location at a certain time (including the abundance of present species). For example, in the Dutch breeding bird survey (van Dijk and Boele, 2011), at each site birds and nests are observed throughout the breeding season and their properties recorded. After the season has ended, the observations are processed into a number of territories, which is a measure of breeding success for that year at that site. Territories can not be observed directly in the field; this is a site property measured by the survey.

Darwin Core has a very limited set of terms available for describing gathering events: the protocol used, effort expended and the time when the event took place are modelled, as well as the kind of habitat at the site. In ABCD, a survey (gathering event) may be added to an observation, and it may include a site and its features. References may be made to a previously described survey or site, but these cannot exist independently of any observations as in the NDFF model. The R2000 models a three-layer hierarchy of survey projects, survey events, and samples, and includes observation sites with provisions for changes over time. R2000 has a separate model for various location properties. The attributes of a survey in the NDFF data model largely mirror those available in ABCD and R2000. The NDFF data model improves on ABCD in that a survey may be associated with a survey location, independently of the location associated with its observations. Thus, for example, if individual nests are observed during a survey of a breeding colony, each nest observation has the exact location of the nest associated with it, while the survey (site visit) is linked to the research site, in this case the colony.

### 3.3 Flexibility

#### 3.3.1 Dealing with change

Species observations are done in a context of background knowledge, and recorded using a set of codes (terms, values, classes) and definitions describing that context. This context is changing continuously, such as in taxonomic science where molecular, isotope and now DNA analysis have resulted in continuous improvements on the original purely morphological classification of species. This poses an interesting challenge, for on the one hand a good system for ecological data management will operate in accordance with the latest insight, while on the other hand preserving existing observation data.

### 3.2.3 Censuses, mappings, surveys

Planned observations typically take the form of visits to some predefined site. Although an observer visiting a certain location is not an ecologically significant event, information about the visit or the location may help to interpret observation records. We therefore added surveys and survey locations to the data model (Figure 2). A survey consists of one or more visits to one or more survey locations (fixed sites), during which species observations are made. This is a purposely broad definition, which includes one-time censuses but also complete monitoring programmes. Generalising here keeps the data model simple, while the survey type attribute keeps the meaning clear and the hierarchical organisation of surveys provides a powerful data management mechanism.

As an indicator of observation effort, we introduced the concept of coverage in time and space. With regard to time, coverage is the duration of the interval within the observation period during which observations were actually being collected. The observation protocol dictates how many sub-samples of actual observation time and of what duration have to be taken. For example, in the Dutch point transect bird count project (Boele, 1998), at each point of a transect the abundance is determined as the total number of individuals observed within a five-minute observation period. With regard to space, the meaning of coverage is similar: it is the fraction of the space (denoted by the observation polygon) which is actually being sampled, as prescribed by the observation protocol. Ad-hoc observations will have zero coverage, i.e. no particular observation effort was made. Without further information or assumptions about the effort expended, such observations are only usable as an indication of species presence. While this is not a complete solution in itself, it does provide key information needed to compensate for differences in observation effort.

The NDFF’s support for observation effort indications is more complete and standardised than the alternatives. ABCD only has a full coverage/within period marker for time, while Darwin Core provides the option of a textual description of sampling effort. R2000 has a textual duration attribute. All models allow uncertainty in taxon determination by using higher taxa, and R2000 uses a hierarchy for biotopes as well, but not for the rest of its data dictionary.

Ordinal scales converted to percentages or counts, and presence and absence mapped to the intervals [1, ) and [0,0] respectively.

While this is not a complete solution in itself, it does provide key information needed to compensate for differences in observation effort.

The NDFF’s support for observation effort indications is more complete and standardised than the alternatives. ABCD only has a full coverage/within period marker for time, while Darwin Core provides the option of a textual description of sampling effort. R2000 has a textual duration attribute. All models allow uncertainty in taxon determination by using higher taxa, and R2000 uses a hierarchy for biotopes as well, but not for the rest of its data dictionary.

Although observations and surveys have some common properties, there is a very important conceptual distinction: observations determine the properties of a homogeneous group of subjects of a certain species (including its location at a certain point in time), while surveys determine the properties of a certain location at a certain time (including the abundance of present species). For example, in the Dutch breeding bird survey (van Dijk and Boele, 2011), at each site birds and nests are observed throughout the breeding season and their properties recorded. After the season has ended, the observations are processed into a number of territories, which is a measure of breeding success for that year at that site. Territories can not be observed directly in the field; this is a site property measured by the survey.

Darwin Core has a very limited set of terms available for describing gathering events: the protocol used, effort expended and the time when the event took place are modelled, as well as the kind of habitat at the site. In ABCD, a survey (gathering event) may be added to an observation, and it may include a site and its features. References may be made to a previously described survey or site, but these cannot exist independently of any observations as in the NDFF model. The R2000 models a three-layer hierarchy of survey projects, survey events, and samples, and includes observation sites with provisions for changes over time. R2000 has a separate model for various location properties. The attributes of a survey in the NDFF data model largely mirror those available in ABCD and R2000. The NDFF data model improves on ABCD in that a survey may be associated with a survey location, independently of the location associated with its observations. Thus, for example, if individual nests are observed during a survey of a breeding colony, each nest observation has the exact location of the nest associated with it, while the survey (site visit) is linked to the research site, in this case the colony.
requires fixed definitions. Furthermore, it should be possible to easily combine older and newer observations where that is conceptually sound, for example when an observation protocol has been updated, but the resulting observations are considered compatible.

We have addressed this in the NDFF as follows. To ensure that the meaning of any observation record remains unchanged, records are never changed (except to incidentally correct recording mistakes), and code definitions are never changed. Names (or representations, Figure 3) are kept separate from definitions so that they may be changed or added without changing the meaning of the code. Finally, new names and definitions are added as they become available, and cross-referenced with similar existing definitions. Thus, the system is kept up to date, and it is possible to search for relevant records of observations done in different contexts at different times. The implementation is the same for all types of codes: a single relation that signals a concept being superseded by another one.

![Figure 3: Implementation of code definitions, names (Representation), hierarchies for uncertainty (parent/child) and cross-referencing of similar definitions (correct/synonym).](image)

3.3.2 Extensibility

No data model is exhaustive, so to be able to accommodate all data fully, an extension mechanism is required. We gave the NDFF data model three extension points: one for additional properties of the subject determined during an observation, one for additional properties of the site as observed during a survey, and one for additional properties related to the survey itself. At each of these points, a list of key-value pairs may be appended to the observation or survey. For example, if the length of an observed fish has been measured, a pair \((\text{length}, 23 \text{ cm})\) is added to the observation, where \(\text{length}\) is a defined key. Keys are registered centrally by the system (together with taxa, subject types, units, etc.) and must have a name, a type (nominal, numeric, boolean, date-time, reference, text, etc.) and a defining description. The value of each key-value pair must match the key's type. Thus, an attempt at adding a pair \((\text{length}, \text{January 1}\text{st 2005})\) would not be accepted by the system, as the type associated with key \(\text{length}\) is not date-time.

Darwin Core has a text field intended to contain key-value pairs, and ABCD supports recording of additional measurements and facts for an observed subject and its environment, but neither of these standards has a way to define the keys or (nominal) values used. R2000 supports only additional numeric measurements for subjects and locations. Darwin Core is furthermore intended as a collection of core definitions upon which to build other standards. Arguably, this makes the NDFF data model the least flexible, as new keys and values have to be defined before they can be used. On the other hand, this ensures that the data user can understand and process the data.

4 Discussion

In this section, we discuss the practical application of the NDFF data model, and the wider implications of its use. In the process, we address the remaining three criteria of understandability, implementability and integration with other models and systems (Moody and Shanks, 1994).

4.1 Understandability

In our experience, understanding of an ecological data model is improved by the use of object-oriented, technology-independent modeling. Classes can be defined independently, and relations in the model can be designed freely to reflect relations in ecological reality. In contrast, Darwin Core has no relations between its terms and ABCD is limited by the strictly hierarchical organisation imposed by XML. Relational models such as R2000 have
advantages similar to object-oriented models, but often still tend to carry implementation aspects with them.

The core+extension design also makes the NDFF data model easier to understand, as there is a clear separation between the broadly applicable required part of the standard, and optional features that may not be relevant to all users. With this design, the NDFF data model occupies a middle ground between Darwin Core and ABCD: like Darwin Core, the standard is kept relatively small and manageable by excluding uncommonly recorded attributes from the core, but like ABCD a wide range of attributes can be represented and the whole standard, including extensions, is managed centrally. Careful attention to the scope of the standard and separately addressing information on land administration data, personal information and access rights, have also contributed to its parsimony.

4.2 Implementability

Implementing a data model in the e-Science context entails converting or mapping existing data to that model. Based on anecdotal evidence, conversion to Simple Darwin Core is easier than conversion to the NDFF format. However, this difference can at least partially be attributed to the fact that in the Simple Darwin Core conversions, more of the data was lost. In a few cases, the higher fidelity required by the NDFF data model brought to light errors in the source database, the correction of which increased cost. We conclude that the NDFF data model is somewhat more complex than Simple Darwin Core, and therefore more costly to convert to, but that the result is of correspondingly higher quality.

There are several possibilities for further reducing costs. Data conversion requires expertise in data management, database technology, the source data model, the source data and the methods used to collect it, the target format, and to some extent data processing methods and statistics. A complete and accessible conversion manual and a knowledge base to record previous experience would reduce the amount of pre-existing knowledge required and speed up conversion. The mapping process could perhaps be partially automated by the application of automated schema matching technologies (Rahm and Bernstein, 2001), although implementing these may itself be costly and full automation will often be impossible due to missing metadata (Michener, 2006).

4.3 Integration

The current de-facto general exchange standards for species observation data are Darwin Core and to a lesser extent ABCD. The NDFF data model integrates well with these, and while the NDFF does not currently provide data export in these formats, it should not be difficult to add this. Data import from Darwin Core and ABCD may require more effort in conversion, as these models place less constraints on the data. The NDFF itself uses its own data model for communicating with data input and data visualisation portals. As the NDFF uses full geospatial locations for all observations and survey sites, GIS integration is seamless.

The NDFF data model supports representing terms and definitions in multiple natural languages, and supports the use of different geographical coordinate systems. Although so far the NDFF contains only observations in The Netherlands, we believe that the data model will be usable in its current form or with minor additions in other locations as well. Using it as an international exchange standard would, if sufficient resources for making data conversion are available, likely lead to improved data quality, at the cost of more data model proliferation. This might be alleviated by somewhat relaxing the strict hierarchical nature of ABCD, and re-expressing the NDFF exchange model as a constrained "profile" of ABCD.

5 Conclusions and outlook

The NDFF data model forms a new, improved solution to integrating and exchanging species observation data. It puts more constraints on the data and the data provider than existing models, but in return results in data sets that are of better quality, easier to use, and easier to combine by the user. As the amount of available data grows, data processing needs to be automated further to be practically feasible. The NDFF data model has the potential to enable this. With the data available in a sufficiently integrated format, issues such as (automated) model selection and large-scale data processing can be addressed, ultimately leading to improved understanding of biodiversity at the global scale.
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